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Purpose of the Document
This document provides instructions on how to access, configure and update the Corporate
Culture Mapping tool.
•

Section Group Leaders/Administrators access is intended for Group Leaders / Administrators
to understand how to properly set up your team.

•

Section Group Members access explains Group Members how to access the tool.

Tip: If you are not a Group Leader/ Administrator but just want to know how to use the tool after
receiving your Corporate Code and your Group Code, please go to section Group Members access
of this document directly.

1

Group Leaders/Administrators access:
You should be able to log in to the ‘My Account’ page (www.erinmeyer.com/my-account/) using
the access credentials sent to you in the confirmation email you received after you purchased the
tool.
[Note: If you have not received a confirmation email, please write to us, and we shall help you to sort
that access]

Ø Access to the My Account area

To access the “Corporate Culture Mapping Tool” management area, click on the “Corporate Culture
Mapping Tool - Management” link in the left-hand menu as shown below (highlighted in red).

2

Ø Corporate Culture Mapping Management Tools Page
Once you have clicked on the menu link, you will be given the following options:
• Add new groups
• View list of current companies and group details
• Purchase new corporate licenses

Key Point: A group is any entity comprised of 2 or more people that you have selected and who will
together map the Corporate Culture of your organization. You will likely create more than one group
(see later on how to do that). Each group will do this exercise separately and will then get together
(virtually of physically) to compare their results dimension by dimension in order to create together
your organization’s Corporate Culture Map. The tool allows you to create up to 15 groups (4 to 7
groups being optimal).
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Ø Add new Groups to your Company
If you are creating group(s) for the first time (usually right after having purchased the tool and once
you have gotten your log-in information), this is where you create the list of groups that will each map
out their vision of your company’s corporate culture. Each group’s map will be visible by all other
groups and used when creating the Company corporate culture map. If you have already created a
group, this is also where you can add Groups to an existing Company.

To create a Group, you need to do the following:
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First select the company (or organization) you want to do the exercise for (if you have more than one
company you want to do this exercise for). If you have already created up to the maximum of 15
Groups for an individual Company, you will not be allowed to create a new Group.
You do not need to create 15 Groups for this to work; In fact depending on the size of your company
we recommend between ‘ and 7 Groups. When creating Groups make sure they each have people
within them that know your company’s corporate culture well and can speak to its values.
Add the Group and give it a name:
Just type in the name of the group and add anything that might help you better identify the Group in
the Notes field:
• Name: denotes the name of the Group.
• Notes: can be used to add any notes such as the Group’s function with the Company,
geographical location, Group leader’s name or other information. This will not be used
anywhere in the tool, but merely is provided for your reference. For example one Group could
be made up of the management team of the EMEA region for your company. You would enter
EMEA under Group name and maybe the name of the leader of the Group in the Notes field.
Even though this field is mandatory, if you don’t feel the need to specify anything, you can just
re-type the name of the Group there.
Click on “+ add more rows” if you need to add more Groups and on “Next >” to go to the next page.
Once the “Next >” is clicked, the tool validates the Group names data provided in the form and process
them to be added into the system.

On the results page, you will see the name of the groups that have been added and skipped (– if any
due to errors), and detailed next steps to be taken after the members are added to the team.
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Ø View list of Current Group(s)
In this Option, you as an Administrator can view the list of all the existing groups you have created.
You can also download the group’s access details separately for each group.

Name is the name of your company. If as an Administrator you are doing this exercise for more than
one company or organization, you might have multiple companies but in most cased you will be doing
this just for your company so will only have one entry (ie. one line).
Code is the Company specific code that allows the system to know which Group ‘belongs’ to which
Company.
Groups shows how many groups have been created. The number of groups has been artificially
limited at a maximum of 15 for ease of reading of the results map.
List shows you a Download link that is specific to the Group. Clicking on Download gives you a .CSV
file that can be opened in Microsoft Excel or a plain note pad as well. It contains the access code
details for each group. You as an Administrator of the team, need to provide the Group code details
to each group member as indicated in this file.
Created Date is the date the Corporate was first created
Facilitator Access column provides a direct link for the Administrator to directly access each group
data on the report chart page to see how many groups have completed the exercise.
Every time a new group is added, that group gets assigned a new code with no impact on existing
groups.
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For example, in the above picture you can see in the NAME column that for company: ‘Corp Culture
Mapping’ (line 2) that you have created/added 4 groups (out of 15 possible), and all 4 have been
successfully imported from the file, and access has been created.
The link “Download access” allows you to download the access codes of current and newly added
groups to give to the Group members so they can start the exercise.
Once you have clicked on the link, the resulting file will give for each Company in a table format a
list of all the Groups created, the name of each Group, the Notes, the Corporate Code (an
alphanumeric code shared by all Groups of the same organization), a Group Code (your group’s
unique 4 digit number code) and a unique Direct Access link for each group.

Depending on your computer, this list might need to be converted to be read by Excel (instructions on
how to import a .CSV file into Excel can be found here: https://www.hesa.ac.uk/support/userguides/import-csv)
You will then need to send the Corporate code and the unique Group code to each individual
group so in the above example you will send to the group named ‘West’ the Corporate code:
‘QWAP’ and the Group code: ‘5398’. You will then send to the group named ‘South’, the same
Corporate code ‘QWAP’ and the unique Group code: ‘3789’, and so on for each Group. That
information will then be used by each group when prompted at the following link that you also
need to send each group: https://www.erinmeyer.com/corporate-mapping-tool-access.
Alternatively,
You can send the ‘Unique Direct Access link’ as per above that will permit participants to access the
tool directly. For example the Direct Access link for the group West is:
https://www.erinmeyer.com/corporate-mapping-tool-access?refCode=QWAP-5398
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Group Members access:
Ø I am a Group Member
A Group Member is any individual that is part of a Group as defined by the Group Leader /
Administrator. As a Group member, you are responsible along with the other members of your group
for mapping out the culture of your organization along the 8 Culture Map dimensions of the model.
Your Group Leader/Administrator should have given you your Corporate Code and Group Code. The
Corporate Code is an alphanumeric code shared by all Groups of the same organization. The Group
Code is your Group’s unique 4 digit number code. You will need both to access the tool after clicking
on the following link:
https://erinmeyer.com/corporate-mapping-tool-access/
(see below for what that looks like)
Alternatively,
Your Group Leader/Administrator can send you a link that will permit you to access the tool directly.
The link will look something like this:
https://www.erinmeyer.com/team-culture-mapping-tool-access?refCode=QWAP-5398

This link is a direct access setup, and does not require you to provide any codes.
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When you arrive at this page, you will have to either fill in the Access Codes section with the
Corporate Code, and Group Code or the Reference Code part. If the provided code is valid, you will be
taken to the mapping tool where you and your group will need to discuss where to position your
corporate culture along the 8 dimensions of the model.
Note: A Reference Code value will always have a ‘-‘ in the middle, and should be typed as-is to be
valid. Ex: 2QSH-2453, should be typed as-is, including the hyphen into the form.

Ø Invalid Access
In the case of an Invalid or Incorrect access codes being entered, an error message will be displayed.
Please pass it on to your Group Leader /Administrator to help sort out your access issues.
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Ø Valid Access Codes
When a valid access code is provided, the tool loads up with the 1st of the 8 dimensions of the model
showing up.

You will need to decide after discussing it with other members of your Group where you think your
corporate culture lies on a scale of 1 to 100 for each dimension and as explained in the brief
descriptions that are presented at the bottom of each page .
Repeat the same process for all 8 dimensions, one after the other. You can not skip ahead and omit a
dimension.
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Note: For the sake of this Help Guide, not all 8 dimensions are shown since the process is the same
each time
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When you have gone thru all 8 dimensions, the below screen will appear telling your Group that it has
completed the exercise.
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The results page details the outcome of your Group responses along the 8 dimensions that comprise
the Culture Map.
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Ø Group Reports & Intermediary Results
Please notify the Administrator once you have completed the mapping for your Group. Once 2 or
more groups have completed this exercise, the Administrator will then gather all the group members
(either virtually or physically). He will then go thru each dimension showing for each dimension what
the average position is (a mathematical average of each group’s position dimension by dimension) as
well as the actual positioning of each group. This should lead to discussions among all the participants
so as to determine what the final Company’s position for each dimension is.
Below are screen shots of what all members will see dimension by dimension (only a handful of
dimensions are shown below as an example since all 8 dimensions work on the same principle). The
Administrator is the one that runs the process, gathering the various comments and moving the
cursor to the position that all participants feel is the one that best represent their company’s position
for each dimension.

In the example below, 65 is the mathematical average (represented by the orange dot) of the various
Group’s positioning for the EVALUATING dimension. The Administrator can then move the blue dot to
the position that best reflects the actual positioning of the Company following a discussion between
all Group members. The blue dot default position at the start of the exercise is always 50.
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By clicking on the “Show/Hide Group Values” button, the actual values given by each group is shown
on the line in the form of a colored coded ‘I ‘ mark. This can be useful as it shows how far from the
average each group results are and be the basis for discussions on the final value decision.

When you have gone thru all 8 dimensions, the below screen will appear telling you you have
completed the exercise.
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Ø Final Results
Once this process has been completed for all 8 dimensions, the Corporate Culture Profile for your
Company will automatically show up.

The Results page allows you to compare the Corporate Culture Map results with those of each of the
individual groups.
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To select a group(s), click/tap on the group name(s) at the bottom of the page and then click on the
COMPARE button.
Tip: To select more than 1 group, hold the Ctrl key on the keyboard, and then tap/click on the names. If
you are on a touch device, you may have to long press on the first group name, and just do a one-time
tap to select subsequent names.
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Ø Comparison between your Company culture and that of other countries.
You can also compare your Company/Organization mapping with that of the more than 60 country
profiles we have on file by clicking on the ‘switch between Fixed and Dynamic Mapping Views’ link at
the top of the page.

There you will see a list of countries. Select the countries you are interested in as well as the ‘Group
Profile’ entry (which is the entry for the Corporate Culture Mapping you have just completed) and click
the VIEW MAPS for a mapping of your Corporate Culture along that of the countries you have just
selected. This exercise can be done as often as you want mainly by pressing the back button and
selecting and deselecting countries and clicking on ‘VIEW MAPS’ each time.
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For an example of how the above exercise was used by Netflix to map out its corporate culture (and
use it to make the necessary local adjustments to its culture to function better in the countries they
have offices in), please read chapter 10 of ‘No Rules Rules: Netflix and the Culture of Reinvention’ by
Reed Hastings and Erin Meyer.
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